
Improving Transport Services in Ger Areas (Grant MON 52374-001) 

PROJECT COMMUNICATION AND PARTICIPATION STRATEGY 
 

I. BACKGROUND 
 
1. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) requires borrowers/clients to engage with 
communities, groups, or people affected by proposed projects, and with civil society through 
information disclosure, consultation, and informed participation in a manner commensurate with 
the risks to and impact on affected communities.1 The project Communication and Participation 
Strategy (CPS) covers the inputs of key stakeholders in strengthening the project’s design, and 
how their engagement can be sustained throughout the project stages. 
 
2. The project has three outputs described below. This CPS directly contributes to achieving 
the project outputs: 
 

(i) Output 1: Public transport access, facilities and services in Chingeltei 
corridor improved. A safe and accessible bus stop and pedestrian precinct 
designed on the principles of accessible design2 and Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design (CPTED)3 will be piloted in Chingeltei. This will include the 
following improvements: (i) a fully enclosed terminus bus stop with four bus parking 
bays, a resting area for drivers, passenger waiting area, police desk, smart bus 
information board and an eco-toilet;4 (ii) at least 0.8 km of footpath improved for 
pedestrian safety and accessibility;5 (iii) bus shelters installed at 14 bus stops 
along the project corridor with visible and accessible information boards and 
environment lighting; 6 (iv) a fully enclosed bus shelter constructed at the GADIP 
kindergarten and business incubator;7 (v) speakers installed on buses to 
announce the route arriving at the stop; and (vi) pilot of a dedicated accessible bus 
service with a low-floor bus, advertised in the schedule on the project route. The 
infrastructure improvements will be complemented by information communication 
technology improvements related to bus information services, piloting measures 
to improve the customer service feedback mechanisms, and capacity 
strengthening, delivered through an attached technical assistance (TA).8 

 
(ii) Output 2: Pedestrian safety facilities and residents’ safety awareness along 

Chingeltei street enhanced. This output will combine infrastructure, technology, 
capacity strengthening and education interventions to enhance pedestrian road 
safety outcomes in the Chingeltei project corridor. It will involve (i) traffic calming 
and pedestrian safety infrastructure interventions installed at high-risk areas to 
achieve a 3-star or better safety rating for pedestrians along the project corridor;9 

 
1  ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 
2  Accessible design is a design process in which the needs of people with disabilities are specifically considered. 
3  Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is an approach to deter criminal behavior through the 

design of the urban environment, use of technology. 
4  As there is no piped water at the project terminus area, a composting eco-toilet is proposed. 
5  The Chingeltei District Government has plans to install approximately 1.0 km of missing footpath in 2019. Dual-way 

footpath will be installed where possible without any land acquisition or resettlement impacts. 
6  Two of the 18 bus stops have already been upgraded. 
7  Kindergarten designed for 240 children and the business incubator is expected to serve 300 people at a time.  
8  Attached TA (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 2). 
9  International Road Assessment Program (iRAP) Star Ratings were generated for five locations of Chingeltei street. 

Star Ratings provide a simple and objective measure of the level of safety which is “built-in” to the road for vehicle 
occupants, motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians. Five-star roads are safest while one-star roads are the least 
safe. The bus terminus (stop 18) was rated as one-star for all users, and KM 4.1 was rated as two-star. 

 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/LinkedDocs/?id=52374-001-RP
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(ii) technological interventions to improve pedestrian and road safety, such as 
closed-circuit television (CCTV) and signalized crossings; (iii) a comprehensive 
road policing capacity building program based on general and specific deterrence 
principles; (iv) behavior change communication interventions including public 
awareness campaigns and supporting enforcement and education interventions to 
improve the effectiveness of project interventions and enhance safety outcomes;10 
and (v) road safety related policy and penalty review and recommendations.11 

 
(iii) Output 3: Community-led behavior change and community engagement 

enhanced. This output will strengthen participation, community safety, and build 
community ownership over public transport and pedestrian infrastructure in the 
project corridor through (i) establishing a community council;12 (ii) community-
designed and led measures to reduce harassment on public transportation; 
(iii) community-led initiatives to improve, maintain, and build ownership of the 
project corridor; (iv) behavior change communication initiatives, including 
promoting bus etiquette among drivers and passengers, and engaging informal 
taxi drivers and associations to promote a proper etiquette for informal taxi drivers; 
and (v) video documentation on the before and aftereffects of the project. Parts iv 
and v will be delivered through an attached TA. 

 
3. The participation, mobilization and coordination of the cross-sectoral efforts of the key 
stakeholders—Ministry of Road and Transport Development, Governor’s Office of the Capital City 
(GOCC), the public and private bus companies, research institutions, nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs), community-based organizations (CBOs), and bus drivers, bus passengers 
and pedestrians in the project sites—is essential for achieving the results of the project and 
ensuring the project’s ownership, sustainability and impact on the lives of the main beneficiaries. 
 
4. This document is divided into two sections: the first part details the participation strategy 
(Annex 1 for matrix) and the second part covers the communication strategy. 
 
A. Stakeholder Participation during Design Stage 
 
5. Members of the project team comprising of national social development and participation 
specialists conducted a stakeholders mapping and analysis to identify the key actors, their 
interests and behaviors that impact on the project outputs. The team used the results of the 
mapping to conduct an in-depth Needs Assessment of Transport Service in Ger Areas13 to hold 
meaningful consultations with the identified stakeholders to solicit their inputs on the design of the 
project. 

 
10 Campaigns will consider behavior elements (e.g. safe crossing behavior) and critical risk factors (e.g. speeding, drink 

driving, seatbelt, and child restraints). Education will include schools along the project corridor and focus on behavior 
related to the new project infrastructure. 

11 This will require multi-party involvement, including the Ministry of Road and Transport Development. 
12 Established by PMO in early stage of project implementation to encourage community support and ownership of the 

project. See Communication and Participation Strategy (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 2 
of the Grant Assistance Report). 

13 The Needs Assessment used the following methods to determine the status of public transportation modes from the 
perspective of users, traveling behaviors, and views, needs and priorities on the quality and quantity of transport 
services : (i) meetings, workshops and site visits with the staff of the Transport Department of the Capital City, Ministry 
of Public Transport Department (MPTD); (ii) key informant interviews with state-owned and private bus companies, 
local government officials and bus drivers; and (iii) focus group discussions and key informant interviews with 
70 public transport users in khoroo No. 16 and 17 in Chingeltei District—women, men, young people, and persons 
with disabilities. 
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6. The project team also conducted stakeholders’ workshops14 among government 
agencies, Civil Society Organizations (CSO) and other organized groups to determine their 
various perceptions about the state of public transportation, their groups’ mandates and 
resources, and their possible support for the project. The results of the stakeholders workshops 
are summarized in Annex 2 of this document. 
 
7. The consultations confirmed the importance of the project objective of making public 
transport and the pedestrian corridor in the Chingeltei district safe and accessible since public 
bus services are used by majority (72.7%) of residents 3–5 times a week. Stakeholders confirmed 
that buses have many advantages such as having predictable schedules, affordable prices, the 
use of a dedicated bus lane, and regulation and monitoring by the State and bus company. To 
improve public bus transport, interventions are necessary to address the lack of buses after 
9:00 p.m., insufficient bus infrastructure (i.e., straps, grab rails or handles and bus platforms for 
the safety of the elderly, children, people with disabilities), dense crowds during peak hours and 
behaviors of drivers and other passengers that compromise the safety and security of bus riders. 
 
8. Residents raised issues that are most relevant to them such as: (i) harassment of young 
women and girls on buses and while walking to bus stops; (ii) dangerous footpaths; and (iii) the 
lack of platforms and safe bus stops for persons with disabilities (PWD) which severely limit their 
mobility. 
 
9. The stakeholders suggested infrastructure and supply-side improvements such as 
building weather-proof, accessible bus stops with information boards; improving foot paths and 
stairs; procuring accessible buses; extending bus schedules to late evening hours, improving 
regulation and monitoring systems of buses, minibuses, private taxis and informal taxis. 
Stakeholders also discussed having awareness-raising interventions and behavior change to 
define the roles and responsibilities of drivers to make bus riding safe and accessible for 
passengers with different needs, prevent sexual harassment of young women, and having timely 
information for route and schedule changes. 
 
10. The stakeholders’ inputs and recommendations, and results of the Needs Assessment 
and Gender Assessment were used to improve the project’s design and served as a basis for the 
participation and communication strategies. 
 
B. Stakeholder Participation during Project Implementation 
 
11. Stakeholder participation will continue throughout the project implementation building on 
the initial consultations held with various stakeholder groups during project preparation. A 
Community Council will be established in the early stages of the project implementation by the 
implementing agency and the project implementation unit to ensure that transport users continue 
to participate regularly and actively in the decision-making process throughout the project cycle. 
This Council will include representatives of the Implementing Agency, the government of khoroo 
No. 17 and 18, community residents, the Chingeltei District Governor’s Office and Khoroo Citizens 
Assembly and bus companies. The Council will meet every quarter to review project activities and 
agree on community outreach activities. 
  

 
14 Held in September 2018 and May 2019, the workshops brought together representatives from the Ministry of 

Transport Development, Municipal Governor’s Office, Transport Management Centre, Municipal Transport Agency, 
UB Smart Card Ltd., Traffic Police, Police Department of Chingeltei District, khoroo government, and civil society 
such as Council of PWD of Chingeltei District, District and Khoroo Citizens’ Representatives Assemblies, World 
Vision, Group of Parents of Children with Disabilities. 
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II. COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 
 
A. Background 
 
12. This communication strategy directly contributes to the project outputs of improving the 
behavior of bus drivers, passengers and pedestrians to ensure traveler safety; and strengthening 
community engagement. The approaches in this strategy are based on the results of the Needs 
Assessment of Transport Service in Ger Areas (footnote 2) and the Gender Assessment 
conducted for the project. These assessments used participatory methodologies to generate 
inputs from key stakeholders detailed in the Communication Analysis section. 
 
13. The communication strategy is aimed at: (i) promoting proper etiquette among drivers 
(buses and taxis) passengers to improve their public transport experience; (ii) promoting behavior 
changes among drivers to curb risky behavior and complement police enforcement of road safety 
measures; (iii) mobilizing communities to institute pedestrian safety; and (iv) engaging community 
protection mechanisms to prevent harassment in public transportation (to support the Social 
Development and Gender Action Plan objectives).15 
 
14. This strategy highlights innovation features that combine the use of information and 
communications technology (ICT), particularly smart mobile phones, human-centered design 
methodologies and stakeholder participation to: (i) generate a visual diary and journey maps to 
document purposively selected stakeholder experiences in using various transport modes; 
(ii) maximize the use of the stakeholder-generated footages to influence and inform the 
improvement of bus and pedestrian infrastructure and feedback mechanisms; (iii) produce the 
footages into knowledge products to document the communication interventions and behavior 
changes among key stakeholders. 
 
15. This communication strategy also includes a knowledge management framework to 
document and disseminate lessons on processes and interventions introduced by the project, and 
to promote ADB’s and Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction’s (JFPR) efforts to improve transport 
services in the ger areas. 
 

III. COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS 
 
A. Stakeholders Analysis 
 
16. The following key stakeholders in Chingeltei district khoroo No. 17 and 18 were identified 
in the mapping and analysis: (i) bus drivers; (ii) informal taxi drivers; (iii) women (26–55 years 
old); (iv) men (26–55 years old); (v) young people (15–25 years old); and (vii) PWDs. These 
stakeholders are the target audiences of behavior change communication approaches 
customized to respond to their specific needs and contexts.  
 
B. Stakeholder Behavior in Buses, Bus Stops and Terminals 
 
17. Based on the Needs Assessment, more than half (62%) of stakeholders in the project sites 
walk, and ride buses (51%) to get to and from their homes to work, school, markets and other 
places. Stakeholders often mix these transport modes (i.e., walking to and from bus 
stops/terminals). Buses are the main method of transportation in the ger areas due to the clear 
schedules and standard costs; the convenience of bus cards; and for economic reasons. Buses 

 
15 Social Development and Gender Action Plan (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 2 of the Grant 

Assistance Report). 
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are very crowded during the peak hours in the morning and evening. Seasonal changes do not 
affect the stakeholders’ choice of transport because options are limited. 
 
18. According to passengers, bus drivers talk on the phone and smoke while driving. They 
start moving even when passengers have not yet held on to the rails or handles, or do not wait 
until they have safely stepped down. The elderly and children feel that some bus drivers 
discriminate against them as they do not wait for them at the stop and often hurry them when they 
are boarding. According to PWDs, roads, bus stops and buses are not accessible, and that it is 
other passengers who help them to get on and off buses discouraging them from regularly 
traveling unless they have earlier arranged for help. Bus drivers do not turn on the heating inside 
buses during winter to save on fuel. They are seen by passengers as unhygienic as they do not 
clean the buses and openly defecate or urinate at the bus terminals. 
 
19. According to drivers, however, they use their mobile phones to talk to other bus drivers to 
adjust their speed in consideration of traffic and schedules.  Since all buses are monitored by the 
Transport Management Center via GPS, buses who do not stop at the designated stops even 
when there are no passengers are fined. Drivers feel powerless when passengers use abusive 
language towards them and cannot do anything when those with bus cards lacking enough load 
give them money even if this is not allowed. According to the Training Department of the State 
Bus Company, all complaints are collected and checked, and if they are substantiated by 
evidence (GPS, CCTV), they have to undergo compulsory training and salary deduction so drivers 
try to minimize complaints to avoid the disciplinary measures. 
 
20. With the rigid schedules and lack of clean, running toilets in terminals, drivers cannot stop 
for bathroom and even lunch breaks. They are not able to leave their seats when there are 
passenger conflicts or help when PWDs and the elderly board buses. They open the middle and 
back doors for PWDs and note that passengers are there to help them anyway. Drivers think they 
sufficiently stop for passengers to safely board since they are monitored by CCTVs and GPSs. 
When there are serious conflicts in their buses, drivers call the police to intervene. Bus drivers 
cannot stop and park closer to the bus platforms as they are blocked by informal taxis and private 
vehicles who use the space for parking. Despite being tired at the end of their shifts, the buses 
are cleaned by the drivers themselves after their evening shift, but they are often frustrated at 
passengers who leave their trash and soil the seats. 
 
21. Informal taxis are used by 8% of stakeholders followed by microbuses (6%). Formal taxis 
and bicycles are the least used transportation modes. Residents who live far from bus terminals 
and those who travel at night take informal taxis which are readily available even at odd hours. 
Stakeholders who prefer to travel by minivans point to the cheaper rates compared to taxis and 
their faster speed and longer routes compared to buses. Aside from taxis, they are also accessible 
on weekends and still ply their routes until midnight in the ger areas when buses are no longer 
available. Informal taxis lack official papers and are therefore, not regulated and monitored 
compared to formal taxis. Seniors, PWDs and students find the taxi rates expensive with some 
drivers charging a fixed rate regardless of length of travel and destination. 
 
22. Passengers of informal taxis are charged double in the evening and more when they are 
delivered right at their houses. They see taxis as dirty and with no adequate safety measures as 
they are not regulated. Informal taxi drivers, on the other hand, see their driving as not just income-
earning but a service since they transport people to their destinations regardless of distance even 
during evenings. They are concerned when passengers carry heavy luggage, coal, meat and 
other food that make their vehicles dirty. 
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C. Stakeholder Behavior that Compromise Pedestrian Safety 
 
23. Foot paths along the main road or close to the bus stops in the project sites are blocked 
by informal taxis and private vehicles that use them as parking places. Most footpaths are broken 
in several places. All these make it difficult for children, the elderly, people with disabilities and 
pedestrians to cross the road, get in or off buses or transfer from a bus to minibus or taxis. 
 
24. Women and girls feel intimidated and unsafe while walking to bus stops due to the lack of 
sufficient streetlights and the presence of drunk people. Currently, there is still a lack of 
information on the drink-drive rates, unimpeded vehicle travel speeds, seat belt wearing, and use 
of helmets for motorcycle drivers. 
 
D. Stakeholder Behavior that Perpetuate Harassment in Public Transportation 
 
25. Most of the bus stops in the project sites have no shelters, and the few that have terminals 
are taken over by drunks. Rather than be exposed to harassment, bus passengers opt to stand 
on the other side of the terminals which become difficult in winter when they have to wait for a 
minimum of 30 minutes for buses to arrive. 
 
26. According to women and girls, they often encounter harassment on buses, private taxis 
and while walking to and from the bus stops. Unwanted touching or molesting, intrusion of privacy 
(leaning in too close), pulling up skirts or dresses and inappropriate comments are faced by 
adolescent girls and young women aged 19–35 years old. Male adolescents are also exposed to 
verbal and sexual harassment on buses. Middle aged and elderly women are called derogatory 
names. 
 
27. Younger women and girls who encounter harassment do not complain as they are not 
confident that any measures will be taken. They change their seats when there can, move to 
another place in the bus or leave. Older women age 35–45 years old shout and are usually able 
to stop harassers. Bus drivers are not often aware of harassments and only notice when there 
are already exchanges among passengers since they are unable to leave their seats. In the worst 
cases, they call the district of khoroo police who usually come promptly. 
 
28. Informal taxi drivers are more friendly to passengers but women, especially the younger 
ones feel insecure using informal taxis particularly in the evening. The women complain that taxi 
drivers ask too many questions that make them feel uncomfortable. Taxi drivers, however, claim 
that this is their way of socializing with people although young women feel that the conversations 
are inappropriate. Younger drivers also shout loudly and offer a ride to girls who are walking on 
the street which makes them feel insecure. 
 
E. Communication Environment 
 
29. A study on media consumption patterns16 in Ulaanbaatar and selected provinces found 
that most popular source of information is television, followed by social media networks, especially 
Facebook. Different age groups have different patterns of media use. The number of television 
viewers increases with age. Television has the highest credibility among information sources. 
Among television channels, MNB, EduTV and MongolTV, are the most popular ones. Young 

 
16 ADB. 2018. Moving Forward: Gender-responsive Sector and Local Development Policies and Actions project. 

Formative Research Report on Public Perceptions, Attitudes and Experiences on Gender Issues. Media 
Consumption Patterns. Conducted among 1,000 households in Ulaanbaatar and selected provinces. 
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people are mostly interested in dramas, entertainment shows, sports and music. People older 
than 35 are more interested in current affairs news and information programs on social issues. 
 
30. Internet use is more common among persons under 35 years old: 84% of respondents 
under 34 years old use the internet every day compared to the daily use of 58–60% of people 
35 to 54 years old. The average time spent online varies from 30 minutes to 3 hours. Facebook 
and Instagram are the most popular platforms followed by YouTube and Twitter. Facebook and 
Instagram are mostly used to connect with others and for entertainment.  
 
31. Only 2% of 25 to 45-year old and 6% of 45 to 54-year old residents read the newspapers 
every day. More than half (56%) of young people under 25 years old and 43% of 25 to 34-year 
old residents do not read newspapers at all. The use of radio is more common among people 
over 45 years old. Music, weather forecasts and information programs on social issues are among 
the most popular contents. Ulaanbaatar citizens prefer listening to the radio in the morning and 
evening. 
 
32. Young women in Khoroo No. 17 and 18 own and use smart phones while most elderly 
women use analog phones. There are several elderly women who have smart phones and have 
installed the app of Chingeltei district in their phones to source out information. Heseg leaders 
(community leaders) in the project sites have efficiently used cellphone-based outreach to 
communicate with residents. 
 
33. Khoroo No. 17 and 18 have an active Facebook page which are used for sharing news, 
sale of different items and announcements particularly for young people and residents younger 
than 45. Very few elderly women use Facebook. 
 
34. Heseg leaders are the most effective messenger and information source among residents 
to receive khoroo-related information. School girls consider their class tutor-teacher and school 
social workers as the key messengers to reach them.  Information dissemination to students is 
most effective when delivered through small groups. 
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGY ELEMENTS 
 

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY MATRIX 
Communications Goal: Target audiences in khoroo No. 17 and 18 of the Chingeltei District will be engaged to change the behavior of specific stakeholders to improve access 
to safe and comfortable transport services in the ger areas. 

 

Communication 
Objectives 

Key 
Stakeholder 

Stake in 
Project/Current 

Behaviors Desired Behaviors 
Key 

Messages 

Intervention/
Methods and 

Channels Timelines 

Monitoring 
and 

Evaluation 
Responsible 

Group 
Promote proper 
etiquette among 
drivers (buses 
and taxis) and 
passengers to 
improve their 
public transport 
experience 
 
Promote 
behavior 
changes among 
drivers to curb 
risky behavior 
and complement 
police 
enforcement of 
road safety 
measures 

Bus drivers, 
informal taxi 
drivers 
 

Attempts to 
minimize 
complaints to 
avoid disciplinary 
measures  
 
Unsafe driving 
practices, 
unhygienic 
behavior due to 
lack of 
infrastructure 
support (toilets, 
bus terminals, bus 
platforms) and 
long working 
hours with no 
breaks 
 

 

Improve passenger 
satisfaction of transport 
services by: 

• Allowing elderly, 
children and PWDs to 
board and seat safely 
before moving 

• Refraining from talking 
on mobile phone while 
driving  

• Practicing hygienic 
behavior at bus 
terminals 

• Making bus riding 
comfortable by turning 
heat/aircon on, and 
clean buses regularly  

Develop and adhere to 
bus and taxi etiquette to 
uphold customer service 
standards and passenger 
relations 

Increased 
passenger 
satisfaction 
will lead to 
increased 
patronage and 
lesser 
complaints 
 
 

Workshops 
and training 
 
Strategic 
communication 
planning with 
firm (Road 
Safety 
consultancy 
package) to 
develop bus 
etiquette 
 
Develop 
behavior 
change 
communication 
initiative to 
commit to bus 
and taxi driver 
etiquette with 
passengers  
 
Engage with 
taxi drivers’ 
union to 
develop taxi 
driver etiquette 
 

To 
commence 
Q2 2020 

M&E 
indicators to 
be finalized 
during 
communica-
tion planning 

EA and firm 
hired (under 
Road Safety 
consultancy 
package) 

 Male and female 
passengers, 
young people 

Negotiation with 
bus drivers is 
crucial to 
understand 
transport working 
environment and 

Improve travel 
experience by: 
• Negotiating for more 

centers to load bus 
cards to refrain from 

Passengers 
have an 
important role 
to play in 
monitoring 
behavior 

Workshops 
and training 
 
Form social 
media 
networks to 

To 
commence 
Q2 2020 
 

M&E 
indicators to 
be finalized 
during 
communicati
on planning 

EA and firm 
hired (under 
Road Safety 
consultancy 
package) 
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Communication 
Objectives 

Key 
Stakeholder 

Stake in 
Project/Current 

Behaviors Desired Behaviors 
Key 

Messages 

Intervention/
Methods and 

Channels Timelines 

Monitoring 
and 

Evaluation 
Responsible 

Group 
bus driver 
behavior 
 
 

giving money to bus 
drivers 

• Clean up own mess  
• Form ad hoc self-

help groups in buses 
to look out for 
elderly, children and 
PWDs 

 
Be fully informed about 
hotline, reform in public 
transportation including 
new schedules, routes  
 
Participate in developing 
and adhering to bus and 
taxi etiquette to ensure 
sustainability  
 

changes in 
drivers 
 
Passenger 
satisfaction 
also requires 
passenger 
responsibility 

generate 
discussion 
about 
passenger 
behavior  
 

Mobilize 
communities to 
institute 
pedestrian 
safety 

Male and female 
passengers and 
pedestrians, 
young people  
 

Walking is unsafe 
due to lack of 
infrastructure 
support (good, 
unimpeded foot 
paths, lighting)  
 
Lack of 
information on the 
drunk-driving 
rates, unimpeded 
vehicle travel 
speeds, seat belt 
wearing, and use 
of helmets for 
motorcycle drivers 

Serve as advocacy group 
to negotiate for improved 
behavior of drivers of 
taxis / private cars to not 
park in footpaths 
 
Form community 
protection mechanisms to 
prevent harassment and 
crime while walking 
 
Volunteer to repair and 
maintain footpaths in 
communities 
 
Participate in visual 
journey mapping to 
document current 
situation and changes in 
behavior 
 

Pedestrians 
are key to 
elevating your 
community’s 
pedestrian 
issues to 
government 
and bus 
companies for 
action 
 
 
 
 

Workshops  
 
Facebook 
groups 
 
Behavior 
research on 
information 
gaps 
 
Visual journey 
mapping (this 
includes using 
products for 
knowledge 
management) 

To 
commence 
Q3 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To 
commence 
Q4 2019 

M&E 
indicators to 
be finalized 
during 
communicati
on planning 

EA and 
community 
(under 
Community 
Engagement 
grant) 
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Communication 
Objectives 

Key 
Stakeholder 

Stake in 
Project/Current 

Behaviors Desired Behaviors 
Key 

Messages 

Intervention/
Methods and 

Channels Timelines 

Monitoring 
and 

Evaluation 
Responsible 

Group 
Engage 
community 
protection 
mechanisms to 
prevent 
harassment in 
public 
transportation 
 

Heseg leaders, 
residents of 
khoroo No. 17 
and 18, Male 
and female bus 
passengers and 
young people  
 

Harassment 
comes in many 
forms to different 
people, but girls 
stay silent 
because they 
think it is the norm  
 
 

Recognize harassment 
and practice defensive 
behavior 
 
Form community 
protection mechanisms to 
prevent harassment in 
public transportation 
 

Your 
participation 
will protect 
your family 
and children 
from 
harassment 
 
Protecting 
children is a 
community 
affair 

Community 
meetings 
 
FAQs 
 
Community-led 
behavior 
change 
communication 
campaigns on 
installing 
protection 
mechanisms 
 
Form social 
media 
networks 

To 
commence 
Q3 2020 
 

M&E 
indicators to 
be finalized 
during 
communica-
tion planning 

EA and 
community 
(under 
Community 
Engagement 
grant) 

EA = executing agency, FAQs = frequently asked questions, M&E = monitoring and evaluation, PWD = persons with disabilities, Q2 = second quarter, Q3 = third quarter,  
Q4 = fourth quarter. 
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Annex 1: 
PARTICIPATION STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING TRANSPORT SERVICES IN GER AREAS PROJECT 

 
Stakeholders Roles and Interests  Approach to 

Participation  
Participation Methods 

 
Timeline   

 
 
 

Cost Estimate Method 
Responsible 

Entity Start Finish 

Ministry of Road and 
Transport 
Development 
(MRTD) 
 

Develops policies and 
regulations on effective 
planning, renovation and 
organization of the road and 
transport services.  

Collaboration 
(low) 

Policy guidance and approval:  
Semi-annual meetings of the 
project steering committee to 
provide direction on project 
implementation matters. 
Development of standards on 
speed limits and other road safety 
policy related documentation 

PTSD, PIU Jan  
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Ulaanbaatar Traffic 
Control Centre 
(UTCC) 

Ensures effective management 
of the traffic in the city to 
provide information to the 
users, reduce jams, register 
non-compliance with the rules.  

Collaboration 
(medium) 

Project management and 
implementation: 
Consultations on the project 
implementation through 
meetings, workshops, interviews 
to provide inputs and feedback 
for the design and 
implementation 

PTSD, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Public bus company 
No 1 

Provides safe, efficient and 
reliable bus service 

Collaboration  
(high) 

Project management and 
implementation: Meetings, 
workshops, interviews to provide 
inputs and feedback for the 
design and implementation. 
Representation in Community 
Council 

PTSD, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Private bus company 
“Blue Bus” 

Provides safe, efficient and 
reliable bus service 

Collaboration  
(high) 

Project management and 
implementation: 
Meetings, workshops, interviews 
to provide inputs and feedback 
for the design and 
implementation. Representation 
in Community Council 

PTSD, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Chingeltei District 
Governor’s Office 
(CDGO) 

Responsible for equitable and 
efficient delivery of basic 
services to the residents 

Consultation 
(medium) 

Consultation: Meetings to inform 
them about project activities and 
solicit their input and feedback. 

PTSD, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 
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Stakeholders Roles and Interests  Approach to 
Participation  

Participation Methods 
 

Timeline   
 
 
 

Cost Estimate Method 
Responsible 

Entity Start Finish 

Coordination to ensure project 
synergies and avoid overlapping.  
Representation on Community 
Council 

UB Smart Card 
Company (UBSCC) 

Installs and maintains 
equipment on the buses to 
collect bus fares and provide 
data on the performance of the 
bus service  

Consultation  
(medium) 

Consultation: Meetings to inform 
them about project activities and 
solicit their feedback. UBSCC to 
provide bus service data to inform 
project activities 

PTSD, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

University of Internal 
Affairs (UIA) 

Conducts training and research 
on road safety 

Collaboration 
(medium) 

Collaboration: studies, training 
and curriculum on road safety, 
crime prevention 

GOCC, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Second division of 
Chingeltei district 
police (CDP) 

Ensures public safety Collaboration 
(medium) 

Project management and 
implementation: Training, crime 
prevention campaigns, 
enforcement of laws and 
regulations 

GOCC, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Chingeltei district 
Transport Police (TP) 

Ensures safety of the transport 
service 

Consultation 
(medium) 

Project management and 
implementation: Training, crime 
prevention campaigns, 
enforcement of laws and 
regulations 

GOCC, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Transport Police 
Department (TPD) 

Ensures safety of the transport 
safety  

Consultation 
(medium) 

Project management and 
implementation: Training on 
road safety and enforcement of 
laws and regulations 

GOCC, PIU Jan 
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 

Khoroo Citizens’ 
Assemblies (KCA) 

Represents citizens views in 
government decision-making 
and assists in resolving 
citizens’ concerns 

Consultation 
(low) 

Information: Community 
meetings for dissemination of 
information on project scope, 
design elements, participation 
mechanisms. 
Consultation: Representation in 
Community Council 

PTSD,  
RDDCC,  

PIU 

Jan  
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated 
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Stakeholders Roles and Interests  Approach to 
Participation  

Participation Methods 
 

Timeline   
 
 
 

Cost Estimate Method 
Responsible 

Entity Start Finish 

Nongovernment 
Organizations 
(NGOs) 
Chingeltei PWD 
Council, World Vision 

NGOs represent the interests 
of local residents, can reach to 
communities and work with the 
local government. NGOs 
organize community-based 
awareness raising activities  

Consultation 
(high) 

 
 

Project Management and 
Implementation: Management 
and implementation of small 
community grants for landscaping 
and behavior change  
Consultation: Quarterly 
meetings of the Community 
Council 
Decisions: NGOs contribute with 
suggestions for project design 
and maintenance elements  

PTSD,  
GOCC, 

RDDCC, PIU 

Jan  
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated. 

Government of 
Khoroos No. 17 and 
18 

Local government works with 
the residents and local 
communities to improve their 
living conditions.  It organizes 
community-based awareness-
raising activities  

Consultation  
(medium) 

Information: Information sharing 
meetings, local community 
Facebook pages. Consultation: 
Quarterly meetings of the 
Community Council 
Decisions: local government 
contribute with suggestions for 
project design and maintenance 
elements 

PTSD, 
GOCC, 

RDDCC, PIU 

Jan  
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated.   

Citizens of Khoroos 
No. 17 and 18 

Citizens are the primary 
beneficiary group to provide 
their views and feedback to fit 
the project activities to their 
needs and requirements  

Consultation 
(medium)  

Information: Information sharing 
meetings, local community 
Facebook pages, focus group 
discussions and interviews.  
Consultation: Quarterly 
meetings of the Community 
Council 
Decisions: Community members 
contribute with suggestions for 
project design and maintenance 
elements.  

PTSD, 
GOCC, 

RDDCC, 
PIU 

Jan  
2020 

Dec 
2023 

This group will not 
be compensated.  

GOCC = Governor’s Office of Capital City, NGOs = nongovernment organizations, PIU = project implementation unit, PTSD = Public Transport Service Department,                    
RDDCC = Road Development Department of Capital City. 
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Annex 2: 
STAKEHOLDER MAPPING AND ANALYSIS 

 
Stakeholders  Interest Perception of Problems Resources Contribution Mandate 

National Level 
Ministry of Road 
and Transport 
Development 

• Make transport 
services accessible 
for all  

• Planning on transport services 
lags behind urban settlement 
planning  

 

• Improvement of legal 
environment of urban 
planning including 
approval of city master 
plan 

• Human resources  
 

• Infrastructure 
building prior to 
new settlements  

• Legal provisions on 
planning, 
maitenance, 
management  of 
transport services  

Municipal Level 
Municipal 
Governor’s Office  

• Improve safety, 
reliablity of public 
transport and 
infrastructure in the 
city in relation to 
population increase 
 

• Lack of bus stop shelters that 
meet standards  

• Petty crimes on the transport  

• Implement joint projects 
and programs with other 
departments and 
donors 

• Enforcement of 
policies and 
regulatioins   

• Improve living 
conditions and 
infrastracture in the 
city 

• Reduce crime  

Ulaanbaatar Traffic 
Control Center 

• Improve transport 
surveilance, 
transport safety, 
reduce traffic, jams  

• Insuffient infrastructure and fiber 
optic cable development 

• High incidence of traffic 
accidents and crimes 

• No specific funding for transport 
development in local budget  

• Human resources 
including capable 
engineers and 
technicians 

• Maintenance of 
equipment for 
transport 
surveilance 

• Data 
maintenance and 
protection.  

• Ensuring  
effectiveness of 
transport service 
management, 
reduce traffic, 
provision of  
information to 
users, monitoring 
and prevention of  
traffic accidents  

 
Municipal Transport 
Agency 
 

• Provide efficient, 
continuos and safe 
bus service 

• No renovation of buses 
considering accessibility  

• No toilets and  cafeteria at the 
bus terminals   

• Long waiting time for buses  
• Buses too old and unsafe 

(Current buses are being used 
for more than 12 years according 
to the Mongolian standards)  

• Lack of professional drivers 
• Bus schedules are not followed  

• Possible to improve bus 
service and drivers’ 
professional skills  

• Submit proposals to 
improve work conditions 
of bus drivers and 
supply of accessible 
buses  

• Collaborate with bus 
drivers’ unions  

• Provision of 
efficient and safe 
services. 

• Cleaning and 
maintainance of 
the terminal bus 
stops  

• Provision of 
efficient and safe 
bus service 
according to the 
approved schedule 
and in compliance 
with bus service 
standards   
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Stakeholders  Interest Perception of Problems Resources Contribution Mandate 
UB Smart Card Ltd. 
 

• Develop model 
routes in UB  

• Prepare data 
analysis and submit 
it to policy makers 
and relevant 
authorities  

• Respond to 
complaints 
effectively  

• Iincrease number of 
contracted bus cards 
sellers 

• Lack of state regulation  
• Limited  number of contracted 

card sellers  
• Buses are too old  
• No financial resources to set up 

digital information boards  
 

• Able to install 
equipment and facilties  

• Provision of statistical 
information 

• Able to establish  kiosks 
to sell  bus cards and 
make contract with 
those who wants to be a 
seller of bus cards  

• Provision of 
maintenance  
and regular 
planned check 
ups  

• Supervision and 
improvement of 
services of 
contracted card 
sellers.  

• Organising 
campaign on bus 
routes    

• Possible to 
install digital 
information 
boards if funding 
is available  

 

• Install equipment in 
public buses on the 
basis of agreement 
with the Municipal 
Transport Authority  

• Provision of 
required 
maintenance  

• Provision of data on 
performance of 
public transport  

District Level 
District Citizens 
Representatives 
Assembly (CRA) 
 

• Provision of 
convenient living 
conditions for 
residents  

• Respond  to people’s 
needs and opinions  
 

• Complaints from residents are 
increasing  

• Difficulties related to lack of 
finance  

• Limited amounts of Local 
Development Fund  

• Suportive and stable 
political environment 
due to one party 
winning majority of 
seats at all levels  

• District Citizens 
Representatives 
Assembly has authority 
to allocate state budget 
designated for the 
district 

 

• Include some 
funds in the next 
year’s budget  

• Establish a lobby 
group  

• Discuss issues 
raised by the 
governor’s office 
and residents  

• Submit proposal to 
authorities at upper 
level and funders  

Traffic police  The following measures 
aimed to reduce traffic 
jams and accidents:  
• Improving public 

transport service  
• Increasing 

accessible roads  
• Improving taxi 

services  

• No proper cleaning and 
maintenance, particularly when 
roads are slippery after snowfall 
or rain 

• No adequate signs for public bus 
stops  

 • Provision and 
regulation of 
safety issues on 
the roads  

• Conducting 
studies or 
surveys  

 

• Ensuring safety on 
roads  
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Stakeholders  Interest Perception of Problems Resources Contribution Mandate 
Police Department 
in Chingeltei District 

• Streetlights and 
CCTV cameras 
needed 

• Lack of supervision 
and maintenance of 
CCTV camera 

• No place to repair 
CCTV when broken  

 

• Concentration of people or 
groups of people leads to 
increase in crimes and conflicts  

• Possible to link CCTV 
cameras with police 
system, but financial 
resources lacking 

 • Provision of public 
safety 

Council of PWD in 
Chingeltei District  

• Improve mobility and 
accessibility for PWD  

• Riding on public 
transport free of 
charge  

• Lack of accessible public 
transportation 

• No seats and shelters at bus 
stops 

• Petty crimes related with lack of 
street ights  

• Submit proposals to 
authorities 

• Organise advocacy 
efforts  

• Submit proposals or 
requests to CRA 

• Provision of data 
and participation 
in the studies  

 

• Change mentality 
about PWD  and 
change mentality of 
PWD 

Khoroo Level 
Khoroo governor’s 
office 

• Establish model bus 
stops with lighting, 
CCTV camera, 
internet, information 
board 

• High rates of crime  
• Needs of PWD, children, and 

elderly  not adequately 
addressed  

• Bus stops unclean 
• High number of complaints by 

residents  
• Long waiting time for buses  
• Lack of funding  
 

• Analysis of suggestions 
and complaints of 
residents, and 
submission to relevant 
authorities  

• Mobilisation of citizens  
• Information provision 
• Organize meetings  

• Assist in  
resolving issues 
and submit to 
relevant 
authorities  

• Ensure 
information 
provision  

• Conduct baseline 
survey of 
community and 
living conditions 

• Information 
provision and 
community 
organizing 

• Monitoring and 
managing 
government 
decisions  

Khoroo Citizens 
Assembly  

• Quality, accessible 
and safe transport 
services for 
residents  

• Improve informatin 
visibility 

  

• Bus stops are not adequately 
equipped  

• Footpaths  near bus stops are 
too steep  

• Existing community 
groups  

• Stops for bycicles  

• Training  
• Equip bus stops 

based on 
residents’ needs  

• Green (Ногоон 
байгууламж) 

• Represent views 
and opinions of 
residents in 
decision making  
 

Local program of 
INGO or  national 
NGOs  
 

• Advocacy for 
provision of safe, 
accessible and 
available local 

• Lack of services that meet 
people’s needs  

• Lack of accessible care, 
committment to help PWD  

• Influencing  various 
groups  

• Organizing campaigns 
to influence authorities 

• Training and 
advocacy  

• Distribution of 
handouts and 

• Empowering and 
collaborating with 
vulnerable/target 
groups  
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Stakeholders  Interest Perception of Problems Resources Contribution Mandate 
(WV Mongolia local 
branch and 
parents’s group of  
children with 
disabilties)  
 

services that meet 
the needs of citizens  

• Lack of understanding / violation 
of children’s rights  

• No school bus services   

• Mobilizing citizens  
 

airing short 
advertisements  

• Empowering 
residents 

• Changing 
people’s 
stereotype on 
“buses are for 
poor people”   
 

 

CCTV = closed-circuit television, NGO = nongovernment organizations, PWD = person with disabilities. 
 


